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This white paper does not represent an offering document of any kind or 

recommendations or prospectus and is not intended to illustrate a solicitation of 

investment in cryptocurrencies, and the information provided will not be 

considered legal, financial, business, tax or investment advice. please search 

necessary advice from your tax advisor, your lawyer or any other professional 

adviser or your local authorities to help you make your own decisions. 

Satoshi Nakamoto's development of Bitcoin in 2008–2009 has been hailed as a radical 
evolution in money and currency, being the first example of a digital asset that simultaneously 
did not it has no backing or intrinsic value and no centralized issuer or controller. However, 
another part of the Bitcoin experiment, arguably more important, is the underlying blockchain 
technology as a distributed consensus tool. Attention is quickly beginning to shift to this other 
aspect of Bitcoin. Commonly cited alternative applications of blockchain technology include 
the use of digital assets on the blockchain to represent personalized currencies and financial 
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instruments (colored coins), possession of an underlying physical device (smart property), non-
fungible assets such as domain names (Namecoin), as well as more complex applications that 
involve having digital assets directly controlled by code that implements arbitrary rules known 
as smart contracts or even blockchain-based decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs 
for their acronym in English) 

What is PYKE VISION?* 

PYKE is a decentralized peer-to-peer digital currency that allows you to easily send money 
online. Think of it as "the currency of the Internet." 

The fun and friendly internet currency. 

PYKE sets itself apart from other digital currencies with an amazing and vibrant community 
made up of kind people just like you. 

Once you're done, join in the fun as part of our growing community. 

We are a group of helpful people and we will answer any question you have! 

PYKE VISON was the answer to a simple question. 

The concept of decentralized digital currency, as well as alternative applications like 
proprietary registries, have been around for decades. The anonymous e-money protocols of 
the 1980s and 1990s were primarily based on a cryptographic primitive known as Chaumian 
Blinding. 

 

Chaumian Blinding provided these new coins with high degrees of privacy, but their underlying 
protocols largely failed to gain traction due to their reliance on a centralized broker. In 1988, 
Wei Dai's b-money became the first proposal to introduce the idea of creating money through 
computational puzzle solving as well as decentralized consensus, but the proposal was scant 
on details of how decentralized consensus could be implemented. In 2005, Hal Finney 
introduces the proof-of-work concept, a system that uses ideas from b-money along with 
computationally difficult puzzles from Adam Back to create the concept of cryptocurrency, but 
once again he fell short. from the ideal because it depended on trusted computing as a 
backend. In 2009, a decentralized currency was first implemented in practice by Satoshi 
Nakamoto,combining the established foundations for ownership management via a public 
cryptographic key with a consensus algorithm to keep track of who holds coins, known as 
"proof of work". 

 

What if a cryptocurrency project was run 100% by its community? 



 

Although the term DeFi literally includes the word decentralized in its definition, this refers to 
the economic situation as opposed to its internal hierarchy. PYKE VISION LAB thinks the 
following about our beginnings: "We are an experiment in building decentralized spontaneous 
communities (...)". 

 

Although none of us could imagine it at the time, this was the beginning of a revolution. 

 

Projects built on the basis of community participation are the untamed desert of our future. As 
we move away from rigid social structures and traditional mindsets, we are free to discover 
new ways of solving problems and relating. 

 

In a world governed by the commodification of time, community projects are more than just a 
change of pace, they are a way of practicing radical acceptance of others. When success 
depends on the shared strength of the individuals that make up a collective, we are forced to 
shift our perspectives to align with those around us. The PYKE VISION LAB Ecosystem is our 
way of recognizing the importance of tearing down a long-established paradigm of a success 
formula and building a path to freedom and creativity in its place. 

 

A community is held together by hundreds, if not thousands, of interconnected moments. By 
studying the people who are attracted to our project, we realized that true power does not 
come from a simple perspective, but from working together in harmony. 

With this thought in mind, we began to develop the PYKE VISION Ecosystem in earnest. 

PYKE, as the name suggests, grows out of the current DECENTRALIZED CURRENCY craze for the 
community but is not a meme coin, its defi cum utility token solution set. 

This token is built because there is a need for a token that not only provides the 
decentralization of banks, is built to facilitate payments between people, or financial services, 
but is designed to provide real cryptocurrencies day by day decentralized. 

financial solutions. 

We intend to build the entire De-Fi ecosystem around this token, including but 

not limited to A Super Dapp which contains the financial solution features including 

but not limited to Wallet, an exchange platform, a betting and performance rewards system. 



 

After completing the initial configuration of the DEFI solutions, we will move on to the small 

payment system Both in the B2B segment and in the B2C segment integrating our own 

payment processing and facilitation system with retail partners to enable small 

consumer-level payments for any type of purchases and bill payments. 

This will ensure greater adaptability of the project. The last part of the vision is 

launch our own 3rd generation blockchain that is flexible, robust and secure enough 

to serve the broader needs of financial institutions. 

There is no shortage of solutions for almost every use case. Some of them have 

amazing team to support the project, some of them are pure marketing game. Some 

of them are at the forefront of cryptography-based research technology. 

One thing that is prevalent in the industry is that most crypto assets are becoming 

whether considered as a commercial asset or an investment asset. This is not going to change 

until we find a cost-effective and more efficient way to transfer and use the 

 

Crypto asset in a real daily use case currency scenario. 

The current obstacle in the adoption of a wide range of tokens without utility and the lack of 

regulation in the market and assets bring a propensity for speculation. 

This opens a huge blank space to position transparent governance enabled 

and robust and antifragile project based on tokenomy that has the mission to work 

with the community and create DEFI solutions with cryptocurrencies and blockchain 

technology is really bound to deliver in this industry. 

Our goal is to cover the blank space of the DEFI ecosystem that has a real use case 

in the industry, it means being the token with the goal of focusing on an application that 

it can satisfy almost all the needs of a retail user. Pyke token is the future of social media coins 
and the use of nft as your avatar and privacy that only blockchain can provide. A decentralized 
network that once the ecosystem is fully activated, the wallet can use a single NFT as an avatar 



 

Our vision is to gain greater acceptance in the community by providing the 

essential tools not only for the trading community but also for the small retail business 

investors who can use the coin in multiple use cases. 

For a long time now, BTC and ETH have become just another investment tool, even after 

wider adoption within the community, they are simply too expensive to be used in 

actual financial use cases other than trading, such as wallet fees and gas fees) are very 

high on the blockchain for people doing lower value transactions. Be a 

proof-of-work blockchain, speed is another issue as is performance. 

PYKE VISION BSC (binance smart chain), which 

offers better transaction performance, which is a primary requirement of the 

the white space we are seeing, coupled with a stable and highly secure blockchain. 

The main idea of building a community-led model is to enable an ecosystem 

that is transparent and is useful for our community, not only for trade and 

investment but for real transactions 

 

Tokonomics 

❏ The initial supply is 500000000 coins of which 23500000 4.70% burned and 1% with each 
transaction 

❏ We have a 4% transaction fee on every transaction 

❏ We have reviewed the market strategy and decided to block 75% of the portfolio approx. 
21825000 until 2025 

❏ We also burn 1% of all transactions automatically. 

❏ We have reserved 1% for Marketing in each transaction 

❏ 2% for exchange liquidity/partnerships 

Transparent recording wallets are created and your address is as follows, all manual recording 



 

in its specific milestones, it will be done through the following address: 

❏ 0xd99cfeb55469b562d549ec4d6267258a8484d40c 7500000 1.5% MARKETING AND 
ADVERTISING 

❏ 0x0d87aef9786a8ec53dc2d727c9708324794482e7 MARKETING BLOKED 08/01/2025 
4.3650% 

❏ Null Address: 0x000...dEaD 23500000 4.70% dead burn 

❏ 0x407993575c91ce7643a4d4ccacc9a98c36ee1bbe Owner 9.300% 46500000 blocked 
01/01/2027 

 DYOR Area 

 

Burn: 7%DxLock: 4%Presale: 42%Liquidity: 35%Unlocked: 12%pykDistribution 

Token Sale Details 

Listing On PancakeSwap  

Presale Address 0xEa124A...77476c 

Token Address 0xb0b74D...BC4476 

Sale ID 2566 

Total Supply 500.000.000 pyk 

Tokens For IDO 210.000.000 pyk 

Tokens For Liquidity 176.400.000 pyk 

Soft Cap 4200 BNB 

Hard Cap 8400 BNB 

IDO Rate 25.000 pyk per BNB 

PancakeSwap Listing Rate 21.000 pyk per BNB 

PancakeSwap Liquidity % 100 



 

Minimum Contribution 0.15 BNB 

Maximum Contribution 5 BNB 

IDO Start Time 15 Sep 2022 at 21:00 

IDO End Time 15 Oct 2022 at 12:00 

Liquidity Unlock Date 1 Jan 2030 at 12:00 

 

Please contact us for any inquiries related to service and wallet operation. 

Contactus   pykevision@protonmail.com   

Copyright 2022 PYKE VISION LAB All Right Reserveed 

   

THIS WHAITE PAPER IS NOT FINISHED, IT MAY HAVE CHANGES UNTIL THE FIRST PRIVATE SALE. 

PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SALES BUYERS HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADD UTILITY AND 
FUNCTIONALITIES TO THE NEW TOKEN. 

FROM 10/15/2022 UNTIL 10/30/2022 THE PYKE VISION LAB TEAM ACCEPTS SUGGESTIONS 
AND IDEAS TO ADD IT TO A NEW TOKEN. ALL THIS WILL BE ANNOUNCED ON THE OFFICIAL 
WEB PAGE AND THE OFFICIAL CHANNELS 

WE ARE A YOUNG TEAM THAT TRY TO STAND OUT IN THE WORLD OF CRYPTOCURRENCIES BUT 
WE TRY TO DO SOMETHING WHERE THE COMMUNITY REALLY HAS A DECISION AND NOT ONLY 
THE WHALES. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION AND WE HOPE TO FIND A WORTHY 
COMMUNITY AND MUCH WEIGHT IN THE CRYPTO WORLD 
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